
Our Diversification, Digitization and Innovation (DDI) 
plan is serving us well and we finished the year 
strong with revenues of $20.7 billion, up 15% (12% in 
constant currency)*, with an operating profit of $585 
million and adjusted operating profit of $610 million. 

Dear ManpowerGroup Shareholders, 
Clients, Employees and Partners, 

In 2021 we delivered strongly improved 

financial results while accelerating our plans  

to Diversify, Digitize and Innovate our  

business. We completed the successful 

acquisition of ettain group, expanding our 

Experis IT resourcing and services business. 

And through our Manpower initiatives — 

including Permanent recruitment and 

Specialization — together with record revenue 

levels from Talent Solutions in our Recruitment 

Process Outsourcing (RPO) and Managed 

Service Provider (MSP) offerings, we 

successfully diversified our business mix  

to higher value solutions. At the same time,  

we shared ambitious commitments to advance 

our ESG strategy with our Working To Change 

The World Plan and achieved validation of  

our climate action goals from the Science 

Based Targets initiative. 

Our resilience, agility and innovation continued 

to be tested and I am proud of and thankful to 

our talented ManpowerGroup team. Their 

relentless pursuit of success and unwavering 

execution of our PeopleFirst commitment 

helped thousands of clients navigate a 

challenging environment and delivered on our 

purpose to find meaningful and sustainable 

employment for millions of people. 

$20.7b
2021 Revenues

$585m
(adjusted $610 million)* 

$6.91 
Diluted Earnings Per ShareOperating Profit

(adjusted $7.24)*

$610m 
EBITA

(adjusted $634 million)*
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OUR VIEW OF THE LABOR LANDSCAPE: 
EXISTING TRENDS, NEW URGENCY
We believe the pandemic has given us a window into  
the future of work. 

Our data, insight and discussions with clients, reinforce 
that the structural changes and impact of the trends we 
have been tracking for some time have been accelerated; 
notably talent shortages due to shifting demographics 
and changing demands for skills due to digital 
transformation across industries and geographies. 

Against a backdrop of volatility — most recently the tragic 
conflict in Ukraine - employers are adapting to this new 
environment by transforming their business models to be 
nimbler, with more resilient supply chains, consolidated partners 
and greener solutions in response to heated competition, 
greater transparency and unpredictability. They are also 
transforming their workforce attraction and retention strategies 
for new skillsets, and with louder demands from workers for 
employers to offer more — from more competitive pay and 
more flexibility to a stronger stance on socio-economic issues 
where governments fall behind — organizations need help to 
get even more creative attracting, upskilling, reskilling and 
retaining valued workers. 

As 2021 closed, we saw increasing confidence and a stronger, 
dynamic labor market, even if the Omicron variant muted 
sentiment somewhat in the final weeks. More people were 
returning to work and changing jobs than we have seen for quite 
some time, resulting in our view of more of a mass reshuffle 
than a mass resignation. The strategic and operational flexibility 
that our clients need to transform and thrive aligns well to our 
own transformation, our shifting business mix and our 
investments in technology and innovation. 

MANPOWER 

• Building the talent pool of the future: 
transforming 154,000 lives via our 
Manpower MyPath® program, 
engaging 11,000 clients across  
12 countries by end of 2021 

• Good revenue growth in higher 
margin specialist business and strong 
demand in permanent recruitment 
and temporary hiring, closing the gap 
to pre-pandemic levels 

• Improved staffing gross margin in 
2021 due to improved client mix and 
margin enhancement initiatives 

EXPERIS   

• Completed acquisition of ettain 
group, positioning Experis as a  
$4.5 billion1 global business 
specializing in IT resourcing  
and services   

• Continued investment in Experis 
Academy and AI-driven tools 
including Experis Career Accelerator, 
upskilling more than 3000 individuals 
in high demand technology skills 

• All-time high contribution of 23% of 
ManpowerGroup gross profit and 
revenue growth of 16% (7% in 
organic constant currency) 

TALENT SOLUTIONS  

• Named global leader in Recruitment 
Process Outsourcing (RPO) and 
Managed Service Provider (MSP) 
leader by Everest Group for eleventh 
and eighth years respectively  

• Record revenues and volumes in 
both RPO and MSP businesses  

• Contributed 15% of global gross 
profit — year-over-year revenue 
growth of 13% in organic  
constant currency 

For more information visit: YEARINREVIEW.MANPOWERGROUP.COM

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
This shareholder letter contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation 
Reform Act of 1995 relating to the positioning for future growth of our brands, labor trends and outlook, the execution 
of our strategic initiatives and technology investments, as well as our efforts to deliver on our ESG Strategy that are 
based on our current expectations, estimates, assumptions and projections. Forward-looking statements can be 
identified by words such as “plan,” “may,” “believe,” “will,” and other similar expressions. Actual outcomes and results 
may differ materially from what is expressed or forecast in these forward-looking statements. Risks, uncertainties, and 
other factors that might cause such differences, some of which could be material, include, but are not limited to, the 
factors discussed in Item 1A. – Risk Factors in our annual report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021. 
We caution that any forward-looking statement reflects only our belief at the time the statement is made. We undertake 

no obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect subsequent events or circumstances. 

*NON-GAAP INFORMATION 
The information in this letter includes financial information determined by methods other than in accordance with  
U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (“GAAP”), such as adjusted operating profit and adjusted diluted net 
earnings per share. The Company’s management uses these non-GAAP measures in its analysis of the Company’s 
performance. The Company believes that the presentation of certain non-GAAP measures provides useful 
supplemental information that is essential to a proper understanding of the operating results of the Company’s 
businesses. These non-GAAP disclosures should not be viewed as a substitute for operating results determined in 
accordance with GAAP, nor are they necessarily comparable to non-GAAP performance measures that may be 
presented by other companies. Reconciliations of this non-GAAP financial information to ManpowerGroup’s financial 

statements as prepared under GAAP are provided below. 

YEAR END: DECEMBER 31, 2021

Net Earnings Per Share - Diluted, As Reported  $ 6.91

Restructuring Costs  $ 0.07

ettain Integration and Transaction Costs  $ 0.26

Net Earnings Per Share - Diluted, As Adjusted  $ 7.24

YEAR END: DECEMBER 31, 2021 (IN MILLIONS)

Operating Profit, As Reported  $ 585.4

Restructuring Costs 5.3 

ettain Integration and Transaction Costs 18.8 

Operating Profit, As Adjusted $  609.5 

Intangible Asset Amortization Expense 24.2

EBITA, As Adjusted $  633.7

1 Annualized revenue based on Q4 2021  
  post-ettain acquisition



DIVERSIFICATION — Accelerating Growth of Higher Margin Business Across Our Brands  

In 2021, we accelerated our plans to diversify our ManpowerGroup business mix and expand the 
contribution of our higher growth and higher value services. Clients are seeking more specialized skills 
and more integrated, tech-enabled solutions to complex workforce challenges and we see strong 
demand across our brands in both temporary and permanent hiring across sectors.

Our Manpower brand is our history and an important part of our future. Across our 75 countries we continue to 
diversify, differentiate and specialize, generating more value for our clients and candidates. Our diversification into 
higher value solutions — already in Permanent recruitment and Convenience client segments — has further 
accelerated in 2021. And our specialized resourcing business lines are targeting a skills focus on Engineering, 
Business Professionals, Finance, Life Sciences and Supply Chain, to position us for strong profitable growth.

For Experis, our successful acquisition of the ettain group, completed at the start of the fourth quarter, increases our 
presence in the IT convenience segment and positions us as an overall top-four IT resourcing and services provider in 
the U.S. market. This investment improves our geographic diversity within the U.S., and strengthens our Experis 
offerings in digital workspace, business transformation, enterprise applications and cloud & infrastructure. Experis now 
provides an all-time high contribution of 26% of ManpowerGroup gross profit and positions the brand as a $4.5 billion 
global business specializing in IT resourcing and services. 

Our Talent Solutions business continues to be a leader in its space, 
driving strong profitable growth as organizations increasingly seek more 
strategic and operational flexibility. In 2021 we were recognized for RPO 
by leading industry analysts Everest Group for the eleventh year in their 
PEAK Matrix Assessment, scoring highly for our strong tech ecosystem, 
consulting capabilities, data-driven solutions and business intelligence. 
TAPFIN MSP was named leader for the eighth consecutive year by 
Everest too, highlighting our data-driven approach and scope of solutions, 
including our outplacement and integrated consulting capabilities. Our 
ability to design and deliver workforce management services that enable 
agility and resilience in continued uncertainty earned us the coveted 
Pacesetter designation by Industry Analyst ALM, and our Right 
Management team is rightly proud to be the only company in the industry 
to receive this accolade. 

DIGITIZATION — Driving Return on Investment, from Deployment to Adoption 

Investment in digitization accelerated as a result of the pandemic.2 As these shifts continue, we are 
combining the power of AI, analytics and human expertise to create a more future-ready workforce and 
revolutionize the employee experience. 

In the last three years, we have continued to increase our investments in technology to ensure we are best-placed to 
deliver the value our clients and candidates expect and to ensure our talented teams can enjoy focusing their skills 
where they most add value. With these investments, we are accelerating our progress on the Digitization part of our 
strategy, at speed and scale. 

By the end of 2021 we implemented PowerSuite™ applications, our leading cloud-enabled front and middle office 
technology, in 22 of our businesses. We are also improving efficiency and productivity via progressive moves to global 
SAAS platforms, shifting more of our data assets to the cloud. And we continue to refine our workforce data, using 
Analytics@Scale to enable better insight, source and place more talent and build our predictive match capabilities to 
perform even more accurately, and to drive new value creation. We are investing in and scaling our B2C technology 

Considering these trends, we are optimistic and well-prepared 
to leverage the market opportunities ahead: especially the 
increasing demands for scarce talent and fast-changing skills. 
We believe our strategic choices and investments will 
strengthen our capabilities, differentiate our offerings and 
provide the foundation for profitable growth and long-term 
sustainable value creation for all our stakeholders. 

OUR DIVERSIFICATION, DIGITIZATION 
AND INNOVATION PLANS 

Q4 2021 Gross Profit Mix

26%

Total Gross Profit 
$926M

Manpower Experis Talent Solutions

15%

59%

2 The Great Realization, ManpowerGroup January 2022

and continuously improving our candidate user experience. We have built off the success of Mon Manpower, the most 
downloaded and highly rated app in the French staffing market and designed and launched our candidate app in other 
large markets including Spain, Netherlands and UK. 

We remain committed to our plug and play approach to technology to be able to implement the best tools that 
increase efficiencies through smart automation, and we are building our data warehouse while making significant 
progress on our NextGen Network, and info security posture and maturity. We are turning our aggregate data into key 
assets that enable insight and deliver new, differentiated value for stakeholders, while deepening relationships with 
clients and candidates. 

Through our Digitization strategy we are implementing modern, cloud solutions across the value chain to source, 
assess, develop and manage the workforce at scale. And we have amplified our focus on digital adoption as a key 
enabler to maximizing our return on our technology investments and ensuring value realization is embedded in our 
technology program. 

INNOVATION — Our Engine for Growth, Progress and Change  

Innovation continues to be our engine for growth across our brands. Since our Skills Revolution3 series 
launched in 2016, we have highlighted how technology would shift in-demand skills, exacerbate talent 
shortages and require investments to reskill and upskill workers. Identifying career pathways and guiding 
people to take the steps required to improve their employability is how we will reduce inequity, solve talent 
shortages and build prosperity for the long-term. 

In 2021 we continued to invest in our Center of Excellence in People Analytics, Assessment and Innovation building our 
data-centric solutions and capabilities. Our proprietary SkillsInSight assessment — which has now been used by 
140,000+ people — identifies people’s strengths and work preferences and with our aggregate data helps us predict an 
individual’s likely fit for the role and future skills potential. 

We are committed to becoming creators of IT talent at speed and scale, as more and more organizations need talent to 
design, deploy and drive adoption of their tech and transformation plans. We have accelerated investment in our Experis 
Academy services providing intensive ‘business-ready’ tech training and coaching to new graduates, as well as 
customized upskilling to develop existing employees for in-demand roles. Experis Career Accelerator, our AI-driven 
platform, is now active in six markets and uses machine learning and dynamic data to match our high potential Experis 
consultants to IT learning pathways. 

We continued to scale our skilled talent pool of the future through our Manpower MyPath — upskilling and transforming 
154,000+ associates’ lives across 12 countries by end of 2021. We now have more than 11,000 clients actively engaged 
in this career pathways program in growth sectors including our Manpower Specializations of Finance, Supply Chain and 
Engineering as well Cloud, Manufacturing and Sales. We believe MyPath participants are more motivated and loyal with 
higher NPS scores, more skilled with higher participation in training, and as a result enjoy higher pay and reassignment 
rates, than non-MyPath associates. 

In our Talent Solutions brand our award-winning tech tools are further evidence of industry leadership and innovation. 
RapidRecruit, part of our PowerSuite HR tech stack, provides our clients with accelerated recruitment and onboarding 
technology to enable them to optimize time-to-value, more critical than ever when talent is scarce and the supply chain 
environment is volatile. Our TAPFIN MSP Statement of Work (SoW) solution leverages AI and insights to enable large 
organizations to mitigate workforce risk, drive efficiencies and compliance and is now active in seven markets. Our global 
IntelliReach® platform, now scaled to 24 countries, is helping clients differentiate with tailored real-time data and insight 
that benchmarks their talent strategy with peer organizations and drives competitive advantage. 

With our all our proprietary assessments and tech tools we are using analytics, creating talent pools at scale and 
providing clients and candidates with valuable insights and solutions, while delivering on our ESG strategy and 
strengthening our own sustainable competitive talent advantage. 

3 Skills Revolution Reboot: The Three R’s — Renew, Reskill, Redeploy, ManpowerGroup 2021 

LOOKING AHEAD — EVOLVING OUR CULTURE, ENABLING OUR FUTURE SUCCESS 
I am confident that our DDI strategy is the right plan to accelerate our long-term growth, yet ultimately our success will depend 
on our culture — which is set by the leadership and shaped by every individual in our organization. 

We are proud of our strong culture — one that is highly motivated by purpose, ethics and pride in what we do — and evident in 
our consistently high engagement levels. Our Culture Matters work is now one year into its journey, enabling us to progress at 
pace and with greater impact, and preparing our people to get us where we want to be at the velocity we need. 

We have proven what we can achieve with resilience, agility and innovation and have many reasons to be optimistic. We have 
the talent, brands, technology plans and purpose in place to capture fast-evolving opportunities in the market and to build on 
the strong foundations of 2021. As we prepare for what lies ahead — we predict that a welcome legacy of the last couple of 
years will be a future of work that is more flexible, more skilled, more wellbeing-orientated, and more purpose-driven than we 
could ever have imagined. And our organization was built for this shift. 

We are convinced that more companies will turn to us for our expertise in finding, retaining and reskilling diverse 
talent to enable them to accelerate their digital transformation and create societal value at scale in the post-
pandemic cycle. This is how we will continue to shape both the future of work and the future for workers. 

Jonas Prising, Chairman & CEO

Today there is more focus than ever on Environment action, Social impact and 
good Governance. The S of ESG — how business creates broader shared value 
for all — has rightly come to the fore as a result of the health, economic and 
social crises caused by the pandemic. 

We believe what matters is measured, and that’s why in 2021 we published our 
Working to Change the World Plan. And it’s why we have increased our commitment 
to ESG and to all our stakeholders to support common metrics that focus on People & 
Prosperity, Planet and Principles of Governance from the International Business 
Council’s Stakeholder Capitalism Metrics, which we are already incorporating into our 
reporting. Our recent validation from the Science Based Targets initiative of our 
ambitious plans to cut greenhouse gases and drive positive climate action is a key 
part of our ambition to reach net zero by 2045 or sooner. 

We are dedicated to continuously improving Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Belonging 
so all people feel that differences are welcomed, respected, and valued, and we 
believe this starts at the top. Our Board of Directors has exceeded 30% gender 
diversity for more than 10 years, is 17% racially diverse and 33% non-US born. Our 
Executive Leadership Team, which reports directly to the CEO, is 27% women, 36% 
racially diverse and 72% non-US born. Our Global Leadership Team, the top 98 
leaders in the company, is 33% women. A number of our key markets, including 
Australia, Israel, Mexico, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland have already achieved our 
current female leadership goal of 40% and inspired us to expand our ambition to 50% 
gender diversity at the global leadership level by 2025. 

Our people are proud to be consistently recognized for our commitment to driving 
positive change: named World’s Most Ethical Company for the 12th year by 
Ethisphere, to the Dow Jones Sustainability Index for the 12th year and Platinum 
EcoVadis sustainability rating and top score for 6th year. Though we are pleased with 
our progress we are not satisfied and are building and scaling partnerships to reshape 
a brighter future for workers and make life better for the many not the few. 

WORKING TO CHANGE THE WORLD —  
CREATING LONG-TERM SUSTAINABLE VALUE 


